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 INTRODUCTION INTRO INT 
Blind Anthem stems from a strong line of family history, who all believe in the power of influence. 

If you join our organization, you will join our family and become an influential power yourself. 

The great grandchildren of blind anthem want you to join us in continuing our history of leadership and control.



APPLICATIONAPPLICATION

Joining Blind Anthem is a 

quick and easy process. We 

have created a user friendly 

application that will take 

about 10-15 minutes to fill 

out.

Attach any extra 

documentation that will 

reflect your leadership skills 

and you’re all done. One of our team members 

will contact you within 1 

week of submission with your 

membership status!



We believe in the power of trade and 
consumerism over religion, although we 
do allow members to practice whatever 
religion they so desire. 

We know what the public wants and 
what keeps them interested in trends. 
We believe in the power of influence and 
that money can buy happiness.  

Our organization is diverse in members, 
we have people of all jobs and 
occupations! This ensures our beliefs 
and practices can be widespread and 
easily accesible for members. 
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